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The Impact of Market Competition on Journalistic Performance

Recent theorizing, supported by some empirical evidence, suggests that increased levels of media competition leads to lower levels of journalistic performance, contrary to the basic argument in economics that market competition always leads to positive outcomes.

This challenge to the basic arguments of economics results from the experiences of emerging media markets. Quite often, in those markets, too many media outlets are competing for too few financial resources because media outlets are created because of the social and political value of media ownership. Media assistance programs from donors in established markets often contribute to this high level of competition by encouraging the proliferation of media outlets through direct financial subsidies or indirect subsidies provided by training programs.

In all markets, media organizations must compete for limited financial resources. If the resources are inadequate to support the media, the competition can result in an environment where journalists can be easily bribed, sensationalism will dominate, and media coverage will be imbalanced. In sum, the high levels of competition, called by some “hypercompetition,” will result not in improved journalism but in the opposite.

Empirical tests of this expectation that high levels of competition are associated with low levels of journalistic performance have been limited because of the inadequacy of data. This paper draws on a more robust data set than has been available in the past to extend earlier work that has provided support for the expectation of the negative consequences of hypercompetition.

Overview of Theoretical Rationale

Traditional economic theory argues that high levels of market competition produce more innovation, a greater range of choices among products, and lower prices, thereby maximizing consumer welfare. Consistent with this theory, media critics have observed that industry consolidation has reduced the number of independent news organizations competing in local markets and argued that this decrease in competition has had a negative effect on news quality and the public welfare.
Empirical research generally has supported the argument that competition is good for the media. That research, which has focused almost exclusively on media markets characterized by low-to-moderate competition, has found competition has a positive effect on various measures of news media performance (Lacy, Atwater, & Qin, 1989; Lacy & Blanchard, 2003; Lacy & Riffe, 1994; Litman & Bridges, 1986). Some media critics, however, have argued that competition and the rating mindset in television markets has led to homogenization of content, to lower quality, rather than to diversity and better quality (Bourdieu, 1998).

While ownership of media industries has consolidated in developed countries, the opposite phenomenon has been occurring elsewhere. In many nations, the number of media companies has mushroomed as the result of changing economic, political, and regulatory conditions (Gross, 2002). The rapid increase in media competition in transitional countries has been encouraged by Western governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) as part of media assistance initiatives in the belief that media competition will produce journalism that supports the development of democracy and civil society (Carrington & Nelson, 2002; Global Forum for Media Development, 2007, Kumar, 2006).

The result in many countries, however, has been the emergence of hypercompetitive media markets. Hypercompetition is defined as a market in which supply substantially exceeds demand so that a large percentage of the producers in the market operate at a loss and are dependent upon subsidies from external sources to stay in business. In the case of media, a hypercompetitive market is one where combined revenues from advertising and subscriptions are insufficient to cover operating costs for many of the media companies in the market. By some estimates, up to one-third of total media-industry operating costs in some developing countries come from external subsidies rather than operating revenues (T. Vlad, personal communication, COST A30 Action Conference, Sarajevo, June 6-7, 2008). Moreover, many media markets in Central European countries have been heavily subsidized for nearly 20 years, demonstrating that hypercompetition in media markets is not necessarily a short-term market irregularity.

The definition of hypercompetition in this study differs from D’Aveni’s earlier definition, which was “an environment characterized by intense and rapid competitive moves, in which
competitors must move quickly to build advantage and erode the advantages of their rivals...the process of continuously generating new competitive advantage" (1994, pp. 217-218). Under D’Aveni’s definition, hypercompetition results from the strategic behavior of companies operating in a dynamic market. Under the definition used in this study, hypercompetition reflects problems in market structure.

A series of in-depth interviews with media executives in transitional countries around the world revealed that most respondents’ commercial media companies were losing money, particularly in the newspaper sector (Hollifield, Becker & Vlad, 2004, 2006). Many of the executives reported that their organizations remained dependent for survival on external subsidies from venture capitalists, NGOs, the owners’ non-media businesses, or other sources.

Emerging Media Markets

Research by international media associations show that in numerous countries the number of publications and broadcast channels continues to expand, even as total circulation and audiences decline or stagnate (South East Europe Media Organization (SEEMO), 2005). After studying media conditions in southeast Europe, SEEMO concluded that nearly 20 years after press liberalization in that region, levels of competition in many countries continue to exceed “any market economy reasoning” (p. 5). A study by the European Federation of Journalists reached a similar conclusion, finding that in some Eastern and Central European countries, increased competition and foreign ownership have lowered the quality of journalism (European Federation of Journalists, 2004).

Hypercompetition among media suppliers continues in defiance of the Laws of Supply and Demand because the social, political, and economic value of media ownership make it worthwhile for owners to subsidize unprofitable media organizations. As SEEMO (2005) noted, “some print media outlets are run as propaganda outlets for the special interests of their owners and do not even pretend to practice professional journalism (p. 61).

In fact, transitional countries are not alone in facing media hypercompetition. Although the ownership of media corporations continues to consolidate in developed countries, the supply of media content competing for audience attention and advertising has increased exponentially
since the 1980s. New technologies have expanded the number of media channels available and transformed individuals into media producers with global distribution networks through blogs, social networking sites, and Web sites such as YouTube.

Although many scholars argue that the increased media competition is positive because it increases the diversity of ideas in the marketplace, research has raised questions about whether media competition always produces greater consumer welfare (Hollifield, Becker & Vlad, 2004, 2006, Wildman & Siwek, 1988). Economic modeling suggests increased competition may reduce individual firm expenditures on media content where market share is determined by relative expenditures on content (Waterman, 1989/90; Wildman & Siwek, 1988). Producers stop investing in quality when one unit of investment produces only one unit of additional profit. Those models also assume that producers will be economically rational and exit the market when production becomes unprofitable.

Empirical research on the issue also has found news organizations in highly competitive markets may cut their financial commitment to news production, opting for low-cost, low-quality news content instead (Hollifield, Becker & Vlad 2004, 2006). In contrast with the theoretical models, however, the more recent studies show that producers are remaining in the market in the absence of profits.

Jacobsson, Jacobsson, Hollifield, Vlad and Becker (2006) conducted a secondary analysis of data gathered in 2004 by the International Research and Exchanges Board (IREX), a nonprofit organization based in Washington, D.C. The data were for 20 countries in Europe and Eurasia. The analysis showed evidence of a curvilinear relationship between competition and the quality of the journalistic product, with moderate competition leading to higher-quality journalism products and higher levels of competition leading to journalistic products that do not serve society well.

Previous Research on Media Competition

Research on the effects of competition on media performance dates back to at least the 1940s (Litman & Bridges, 1986). The question has been examined by economists and mass communication scholars from both the demand side and supply side, using a variety of theoretical
frameworks and economic models. Among the issues that have been studied are the effects of competition on media product differentiation, news quality, financial performance, and media independence.

**The Demand Side View of Media Competition**

In classical economic theory, competition is seen as a positive response to consumer demand and a mechanism for maximizing consumer welfare, where consumer welfare is defined as having the widest range of product choices at the lowest prices. Competition is said to occur when a substitute product is available that provides consumers with similar utilities at similar prices.

In media markets, however, standard economic assumptions can be problematic because of the unique economic characteristics of information (Priest, 1994). For example, defining substitutability among media products is difficult because research has shown audiences seek a wide range of practical and psychological utilities from media content, and different audience members may derive very different utilities from the same content (Lacy, 1993, 2000, 2004). There also can be significant demand elasticities for specific utilities such as variety or quality of content, with consumers opting for one over the other (Waterman, 1989/90).

Additionally, independent high-quality journalism products have significant socioeconomic externality value in the form of encouraging democracy, fostering development of a civil society, supporting economic development, promoting governmental transparency and discouraging corruption (Brunetti, Kisunko, & Weder, 1998; Brunetti & Weder, 2003; Islam, 2002; Knack & Keefer, 1995; Mauro, 1995 Priest, 1994). This leads some to suggest that the true value of media includes the provision of quality information that serves society’s needs (Islam, 2002; Stiglitz, 2002) and that the definitions of consumer welfare and utility in media markets should reflect that. However, externality value can’t be directly captured by either producers or consumers, leading to the underproduction of the type of high-quality content that generates social benefits (Priest, 1994).

Finally, in many media sectors, advertising support distorts the relationship between content producers and audience consumers and makes price competition between producers
almost irrelevant to audiences’ consumption decisions (Lacy & Vermeer, 1995; Priest, 1994, Spence & Owen, 1977; Wildman & Owen, 1985). Consequently, media companies facing competition find product differentiation to be their primary strategic weapon in attracting audiences, with the outcome of media competition depending on the distribution of content preferences across audiences and the willingness of audiences to consume their second or third choices in content (Owen & Wildman, 1992).

The Theory of Monopolistic Competition posits that in competitive markets, firms will try to reduce direct competition with other suppliers by creating products with unique characteristics that help them capture consumer loyalties (Chamberlin, 1962). In news media markets, product differentiation can be difficult to achieve because breaking news and hard news are commodities. Most news organizations in a given market will cover the same breaking and hard news stories on any given day. Product differentiation among news organizations, then, occurs in one of two ways.

Horizontal differentiation focuses on creating slightly different versions of a product, in order to reduce substitutability among consumers. News outlets, for example, may focus more than their competitors on medical, political, or business news after breaking news and hard news have been covered (Bae, 2000). They also may differentiate themselves by focusing more on sports, celebrity, or scandal coverage rather than hard or specialized news.

Another potential approach to horizontal differentiation among news organizations is to report news from a particular political, religious, cultural, or ideological viewpoint. The news market is fundamentally the marketplace in which social, economic and political ideas compete for the attention of citizens. This, combined with psychological research that shows people tend to seek out information that confirms their preexisting beliefs (Festinger, 1957), suggests differentiating news along ideological lines could be a successful strategy.

Some economists have argued that while ideologically slanted news may occur, it is not a response to competition. Based on economic modeling, Gentzkow and Shapiro (2006) argued that competition should decrease the likelihood of bias since media firms want to build a
reputation for providing accurate information and since competitors have an incentive to expose mistakes and misreporting.

Similarly, Mullainathan and Schleifer (2005) argued that newspapers respond to what readers want, rather than allowing organizational agendas to affect what is written. The media will slant news to serve readers who are themselves biased and will report news in a balanced and fair way if readers are rational (not biased). Thus, according to their model, the heterogeneity of the audience’s viewpoints is the key to media balance. Mullainathan and Schleifer noted, however, that in competitive markets, individual media organizations might deliberately slant the news to appeal to specific sectors of a heterogeneous audience. Balance, however, will occur across the market as different media organizations offer different slants to appeal to different audience segments. The model assumes readers will be conscientious enough to use multiple media sources and seek out information that challenges their own viewpoints so as to fully understand issues.

A second approach to differentiation is to produce variation on the basis of product quality. Known as vertical product differentiation, this requires that consumers basically agree on the definitions of “high” and “low” quality goods. Among journalism professionals and scholars, “quality” in news generally has been defined as including such things as balance and fairness, lack of sensationalism, strong local news coverage, enterprise and investigative reporting, accuracy, relevance, favorable coverage of different groups in society, and coverage that helps readers develop a sense of common values and community (Becker, Beam & Russial, 1978; Bogart, 1989; Gladney, 1990, 1996; Just, 1999; Rosenstiel, Gottlieb, & Brady, 1999).

Previous research on the effects of competition on the news media has found that increased competition results in increased vertical product differentiation, usually in the form of higher-quality journalism. That research has been dominated by the “financial commitment” approach, which uses the level of investment news organizations make in their news product as a surrogate measure of media quality (Lacy, 1989, 1992; Litman & Bridges, 1986). The financial commitment model argues that, as competition increases, news organizations will increase their financial commitment to news production, resulting in increased news quality as measured by
such things as the amount of investigative, enterprise, and local stories produced, the advertising-editorial ratio, the size of the news staff, reporter workloads, and investments in news-gathering technologies (Lacy, 1987; Lacy, Atwater, & Qin, 1989; Lacy & Blanchard, 2003; Lacy & Riffe, 1994; Litman & Bridges, 1986).

The model further predicts that the increased financial commitment makes the product more useful to audiences. Ultimately, the investment is expected to pay off for the news organization in the form of increased circulation and ratings, advertising revenues, and profits. Tests of the model generally have supported its predictions (Chen, Thorson, & Lacy, 2005; Cho, Thorson, & Lacy, 2004; Just, 1999; Lacy, Atwater, & Qin, 1989; Lacy & Fico, 1991; Lacy & Riffe, 1994; Litman & Bridges, 1986; Rosenstiel, Gottlieb, & Brady, 1999; Shaver & Lacy, 1999; St. Cyr, Lacy, & Guzman-Ortega, 2005). Hence, the general industry level of financial commitment is expected to increase with the degree of competition, analogous to a rent-seeking contest (Tullock, 1980).

Most research to date on the effects of competition on news media performance has been conducted in markets with low-to-moderate competition, however. That work also makes it clear that the relationship between media competition and media performance is not simple. Lacy and Riffe (1994) argued that the ability of media organizations to respond to competition with increased financial commitment is dependent on the level of profit the organization is achieving. As competition rises, profits fall and the ability to invest in greater news quality decreases. That hypothesis also was supported in subsequent research in both news and non-news media (Lacy & Blanchard, 2003; Lacy & Martin, 1998; Lacy, Shaver, & St. Cyr, 1996; van der Wurff & van Cuijlenberg, 2001). A study of news and non-news television programming in the Netherlands found moderate competition produced increased programming diversity, while high-levels of competition produced an excessive sameness of low-cost, low-quality programming (Van der Wurff & van Cuijlenberg, 2001). A similar study of the effects of hypercompetition on television programming across Europe concluded that content was being "dumbed down," with investigative journalism and programming appealing to minority tastes becoming scarce (Open Society Institute, 2005).
This suggests that while some competition among news media enhances consumer welfare as defined by higher-quality news, hypercompetition may have the opposite effect. While research on this question is limited, preliminary studies of news media in developing countries where media markets often are characterized by hypercompetition suggest that excessive competition may result in low-cost, low-quality news strategies such as focusing on scandal and sensationalism (Jacobsson & Jacobsson, 2003; Hollifield, 2006). The research also suggests that high levels of competition lead some news organizations to slant news to appeal to audiences’ psychological utilities in the form of political, religious, ethnic, or ideological biases (Hollifield, Becker & Vlad, 2004, 2006; Islam, 2002).

The dichotomy between vertical and horizontal differentiation can become blurred in the news media market. For example, if a news media firm were to increase the level of financial commitment (increased quality), holding constant the competitors’ levels, it would be expected to lead to greater market share. However, what is high-quality news reporting in one viewer’s eyes might be regarded as slanted, low-quality reporting by another. Hence, a vertical differentiation strategy, for example an investment in more rigorous and objective reporting, might be interpreted as a horizontal strategy along some political or religious dimension depending on the viewer’s preferences.

**The Supply Side View of Competition**

In the media economics literature, another definition of competition has emerged from ecological theory that takes a more supply-side approach, describing competition as the struggle between media organizations for resources (Dimmick 2003, 2005). Those resources include: 1) consumer gratification utilities and consumer gratification opportunities (i.e., both the use that consumers make of media content and their ability to access that content where and when they need it), 2) content itself, 3) consumers’ time, 4) consumers’ money, 5) advertisers’ money, and, 6) a talented professional labor force (Hollifield, 2006, Dimmick 2005). In contrast to the demand-side approach, the supply-side view of competition argues that media performance is affected by the competition between firms for all of these resources, not just by the need to respond to the audience’s demand for specific types of content.
Related to the supply-side approach is the question of how the competition for resources may affect another measure of media performance: media independence. Besley and Prat (2001) developed an economic model that predicted media firms located in highly concentrated media markets would be more susceptible to government influence. Using the assumption that governments seeking to silence media would have to pay a fixed sum to all media companies in order to buy them off, they argued that competition makes the cost of media bribery too high to be practical.

In contrast, a model developed by (Jacobsson & Jacobsson, 2003) indicated it would be more expensive to buy off financially strong media companies than financially weak ones. Therefore, if competition reduces media profits, media organizations might become more susceptible to influence peddling as they seek more revenue resources.

A synthesis of these two models suggests there should be an optimal level of competition relative to the resources available in the market that would produce a sufficient number of financially strong media companies to make the industry largely impervious to outside influence.

In addition to sheer numbers and financial strength, another potential safeguard of media independence and news quality is the professional culture of journalism. Although journalistic standards vary nation to nation, examination of professional codes of ethics across the world suggests journalists in many nations share a foundation of basic values.

Research on organizational and professional culture shows professional standards, ethics, and values are imparted primarily through the process of professional education (Bloor & Dawson, 1994).

In media markets suffering from hypercompetition, however, the sharp increase in the number of media organizations sometimes outstrips the ability of the educational infrastructure to produce enough professionally trained journalists. Additionally, inadequate audience and advertiser resources relative to the number of media outlets in the market keep wages for journalists low despite the limited labor supply, making it difficult to attract qualified professionals to available jobs (Hollifield, Becker & Vlad, 2004; 2006). The consequence is that many working journalists and other independent content producers have little professional education or training.
That lack of education and training, combined with low wages, may make them susceptible to bribery or other forms of outside influence and less likely to oppose their employers when the media organization succumbs to influence peddling.

Hypotheses

When the theoretical and empirical research on the effects of competition on news media performance is synthesized, it suggests that, contrary to classical economic theory, more competition may not always improve consumer welfare in media markets where measures of consumer welfare include the socioeconomic effects of news products (Priest, 1994; Stiglitz, 2002). The combination of demand-side vertical and horizontal product differentiation strategies and supply-side competition for resources may result in excessive sameness of low-cost, low-quality content that either focuses on celebrity and sensationalism or slants news to appeal to the audiences’ ethnic, political, or religious biases. It also may produce media organizations and media workers susceptible to influence peddling, and journalists who are not well-prepared for the challenges of their profession. In short, it may well be that under conditions of hypercompetition, media that survive in the market may do so at the expense of their journalistic product and their larger contributions to society.

Elsewhere we have proposed a detailed model in which the relationship between media competition and news media performance is curvilinear (Hollifield, 2006). Under this model, monopoly markets produce the highest level of market performance in the form of profit for media organizations, but not the highest quality of news for consumers. The underlying assumption is that with virtually no direct competition, media will have the resources to produce quality information products but will have little incentive to do so.

Low-to-moderate levels of competition are expected to stimulate media organizations to invest in improving the quality of their news products in an attempt at vertical product differentiation. The increased investment produces an optimal combination of outcomes in the form of more balanced, enterprising, diverse coverage of important issues, and solid market performance in terms of audience size, advertising revenues, and organizational profits.
Finally, as competition among news providers becomes extreme, the organization’s financial commitment to quality news is expected to decline, as will the market performance of the organization. The quality and diversity of news content should fall, as will journalists’ wages, the size and quality of the editorial staff, and the numbers of bureaus and subscriptions to wire services and other external sources of content. Journalists and the media organizations that employ them are expected to become more subject to capture by outside actors, and the organization is expected to pursue low-cost product differentiation strategies.

This study provides an empirical test of that extended model of the effects of competition.

**Methods**

In this paper, the earlier analysis by (Jacobsson, et al., 2006) is expanded to include data from 21 countries in Europe and Eurasia, 18 countries in the Middle East and North Africa, and 37 countries sub-Saharan African. The paper, as with the earlier analysis, focuses on the IREX measure of professional performance as the outcome variable.

IREX is a non-profit organization based in Washington, D.C., that focuses on higher education, independent media, Internet development, and civil society in the United States and internationally. In 2001, in cooperation with USAID, IREX developed a Media Sustainability Index (MSI) to evaluate the global development of independent media (IREX, 2001). That initial report focused on 20 countries in Europe and Eurasia.

In 2005, IREX expanded the data gathering to include 18 countries in the Middle East and North Africa (IREX 2006 MENA). In 2006 and 2007, the procedure was expanded to include 37 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (IREX, 2008 AFRICA). In 2007, data also were gathered for the original 20 countries in Europe and Eurasia (IREX, 2008 EUROPE). Since Serbia and Montenegro had split into separate countries, the study covered 21 European and Eurasian countries that year. The data for the countries in Europe and Eurasia were gathered in late 2007 and early 2008 (Morse, 2008). The data for Sub-Saharan Africa were gathered in 2007 (Morse, 2008). The data for the Middle East and North Africa were gathered between December of 2005 and April of 2006. The 76 countries for which data are available are shown in Table 1 in the Appendix.
IREX assesses media sustainability using five criteria or objectives: 1) legal and social norms that protect and promote free speech and access to public information; 2) journalism that meets professional standards; 3) multiple news sources that provide citizens with reliable and objective news; 4) independent media that are well-managed businesses, allowing editorial independence; and 5) supporting institutions that function in the professional interests of independent media. The second criterion, journalism that meets professional standards, is a measure of professional performance.

Countries are assessed on from seven to nine indicators for each of the five objectives. The range of scores is from 0 to 4 for each indicator. The scores for all the indicators for each objective are averaged to obtain a single score for the objective. The scores on the five objectives are averaged to arrive at a final score for each country.

To score a country, IREX assembles in each country a panel of experts made up of local media representatives, members of NGOs and professional associations, international donors, and media development workers. Each panel is provided with the objectives, indicators and an explanation of the scoring system. Panelists review the information individually, then assemble and come to a consensus on scores. The panel moderator, in most cases a representative from one of the country’s media or an NGO, prepares a written analysis of the discussion, which is edited by IREX representatives. IREX staff, in-country and in Washington, D.C., also review indicators and objectives, scoring countries independently. The final score for a country is an average of the panel score and the IREX staff score.

The measure of professional performance contains the following seven criteria: 1) Reporting is fair, objective, and well sourced; 2) Journalists follow recognized and accepted ethical standards; 3) Journalists and editors do not practice self-censorship; 4) Pay levels for journalists and other media professionals are sufficiently high to discourage corruption; 5) Entertainment programming does not eclipse news and information programming; 6) Technical facilities and equipment for gathering, producing, and distributing news are modern and efficient, and 7) Quality niche reporting and programming exists (investigative, economics/business, local, political).
Earlier analysis (Becker, Vlad & Nusser, 2007) shows that this measure of journalistic performance is correlated with the other four components of the sustainability index. At the same time, it does not appear to be identical to them.

IREX’s reports (IREX 2006 MENA, 2007 EUROPE, 2008 AFRICA) contained additional data on the media in the countries studied, including the number of media outlets. IREX attempted to gather information on the advertising market in the countries as well but, in most cases, was unsuccessful.

An alternative source of data on advertising markets is World Press Trends, produced by the World Association of Newspapers (WAN, 2004). Advertising data on the countries rated by IREX, however, also were incomplete in the WAN report. An analysis of the WAN data for 47 countries where the data were available, however, showed that there was a Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient of .87 between total advertising revenue and the country’s Gross Domestic Product, taken from the CIA World Factbook (2003). Gross Domestic Product, then, can be treated as a rough surrogate for advertising resources.

For this study, Gross Domestic Product (Purchasing Power Parity) was obtained from the IMF World Economic Outlook database April 2008 except for Iraq, Somalia, the Palestinian Authority and Kosovo, where data were obtained from the CIA World Factbook (2008) and used as a surrogate for the size of the advertising market. The total number of media outlets was divided by the GDP to provide a measure of market competition. In a highly competitive market, this ratio should be high compared to a market with a low level of competition. Data for all countries were for 2007 except for the Palestinian Authority, where the most recent data was from 2006.

The measures of media performance and media market competition are for these 76 countries, rather than any divisions within them. IREX does not produce within-country measures of performance. The available measures of GDP and of number of media outlets also are national. An analysis of the advertising market for Romania, which has strong regional centers and for which some advertising data were available, indicates that the media market is dominated by the media that have their headquarters in the capital city of Bucharest (ALFA CONT, 2008).
The national print media accounted for 80% of print advertising spending in 2007, for example, while all television advertising is considered to be national because the most important channels have national distribution and account for almost all advertising.

**Findings**

The range of the total number of media outlets is broad, with Djibouti having four compared to Ukraine’s 26,345. As there were no data on the total number of media outlets for Eritrea, the Ivory Coast, Senegal and Russia, these countries were dropped from the analysis. For Romania, data on number of radio and television stations were obtained from the National Council of the Audiovisual (2008). GDP PPP ranges between Djibouti’s 1.74 billion USD to 752.97 billion USD for Iran. The competition measure (number of media outlets divided by GDP PPP) has a minimum value of 0.02 media outlets per billion dollars for Saudi Arabia, a maximum value of 82.30 for Ukraine and a mean of 9.2. The IREX measure of professional performance ranges between 0.63 for Libya and 2.89 for South Africa with a mean of 1.79.

The relationship between the IREX measure of professional journalism and our measure of competition in the full population is illustrated in Figure 1.

**Figure 1.**

Professional journalism and competition, all countries.
The Pearson correlation is nearly zero, at 0.01. Figure 1 has two fitted lines; one linear (solid, black) and one quadratic (dotted). As can be seen in the figure, there is weak evidence for our hypothesis of a curvilinear relationship and the quadratic line in fact is concave as expected. (The R Square for the linear relationship is 0.00004 and the R Square for the quadratic is 0.0007.) However, one would be hard pressed to find support for the conventional wisdom that more competition is always better.

IREX divided the 76 countries for which it produced its Sustainability Index into three regions. These regions differ in terms of culture, history and political and economic systems, and IREX keeps the countries separate in its reports. To control for these differences, the relationship between competition and journalistic performance next was examined separately in each of the three regional clusters.

Figure 2 shows the relationship in the Eurasian sub-group and the Pearson correlation is now 0.09 (the fitted lines are constructed as in Figure 1) and the relationship is similar to the full population. (The R Square for the linear relationship is 0.008 and the R Square for the quadratic is 0.045.)

Figure 2.
Figure 3 (again with the same type of fitted lines) has a Pearson correlation of 0.05 and displays a convex quadratic line. However, this shape is largely driven by the rightmost data point (the Palestinian Authority). (The R Square for the linear relationship is 0.003 and the R Square for the quadratic is 0.23.)

Figure 3.

The situation in Africa is illustrated in Figure 4 (again with the same type of fitted lines) with a Pearson correlation of -0.13 indicating that more competition is in fact worse for professional journalism, contrary to the standard argument. (The R Square for the linear relationship is 0.02 and the R Square for the quadratic is 0.02.)
The figures show that the picture is fairly similar across regions with the exception that more competition in Africa has a negative effect on professional journalism. What is relatively clear is that more competition is not always better.

Another way to eliminate differences among the countries is to control for a structural variable, such as the level of press freedom. To accomplish this, the Freedom House (Freedom House, 2008) measure of press freedom from 2007 was used. The Freedom House measure, rather than the IREX Independent Media Criterion, was used in order to obtain a measure independent of the IREX measurement procedures for the Sustainability Index.

The Freedom House measure of press freedom was highly correlated with the IREX measure of journalistic performance. The zero order correlation was 0.63 (Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient). When controlling for the Freedom House measure in a regression analysis, competition was slightly negatively related to professional journalism. The standardized beta coefficient was -0.12. In the Europe and Eurasia subset, the standardized beta for competition controlling for press freedom was -0.08. In the Middle East and North Africa, the standardized beta was 0.25, and in the African subset, the standardized beta for the relationship
between competition and journalistic performance was -0.17. Overall and in Europe and Eurasia and Africa, there is a slight negative relationship between competition and professional journalistic performance controlling for the press structure as measured by the Freedom House press freedom measure.

Conclusions

This study confirms the findings in our previous study (Jacobsson, et al., 2006) that more media competition does not always lead to increases in the level of media quality, captured by the IREX measure of professional journalism, thus challenging the dominant argument in the literature. The data suggest that high levels of media competition can at best produce a very limited increase in professional journalism while, at worst, as in Africa, the opposite relationship prevails.

Looking at the full population, there is some, but weak evidence of a curvilinear relationship indicating that more media competition can be a good thing up to a point.

Our results are tentative for a number of reasons. We used GDP PPP as a surrogate for media advertising revenues as this data is simply unavailable for a majority of the countries in our population. Also, the number of media outlets is problematic as this number can change quickly in the type of emerging markets that we are studying. Another limitation of our study is the fact that other factors than our measure of competition are likely to affect the level of professional journalism such as for example governmental institutional quality or cultural factors.

Finally, measures of professional journalism currently are available only for countries whose media systems are considered to be undergoing transitions. Consequently, large numbers of countries with relatively mature media systems, such as those in Western Europe, North America and some Asian countries, are not included in these analyses. If the media systems in such countries have stabilized at a moderate, sustainable level of competition, then the middle group of cases would be missing from Figure 5 for lack of data. As a consequence, the data in this study would represent the two extremes of low competition, and hypercompetition, i.e. the low ends of the curve--which graphically would result in a line as was found in Figure 1.
Clearly, a more complete data set representing countries at all stages of media development is needed to extend this work. Although our findings are tentative, they are important as there is not much in the literature about media competition outside North America and Europe, two markets with a much higher degree of maturity and consolidation compared to the population studied in this paper. The results of the current study suggest that policy makers dealing with media development should pay careful attention to the specific market conditions of concern to them when designing, for example, media assistance. Currently, media assistance is usually designed to increase the number of media outlets (Kumar, 2006), which is something that may well not be optimal.
ALFA CONT (2008) “The Media Advertising Market in Romania in 2007”, Data provided at the request of the authors of this study.
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## Appendix

### Table 1. List of Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Europe and Eurasia 07</th>
<th>Africa 07</th>
<th>Middle East and North Africa 06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>Algeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>Bahrain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia &amp; Herzegovina</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>Kuwait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Congo Democratic Republic of--Zaire</td>
<td>Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>Congo Republic of</td>
<td>Libya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
<td>Cote d’Ivoire</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>Oman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonia</td>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>Palestinian Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>Qatar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Saudia Arabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Yemen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Niger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Togo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>